
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

INQUIRY INTO HISTORICAL INSTITUTIONAL ABUSE 1922 TO 1995 
  

WITNESS STATEMENT 
 

 
 
I, Alex Younger, will say as follows: 
 

1. I am the Chief of the Secret Intelligence Service (SIS). I was appointed to this post in 
November 2014, having been in the Service since 1991. I am the only serving member of the 
Service who is officially named in public, and am SIS's Accounting Officer. I am also 
responsible for SIS operations and the ongoing efficiency of the Service. 

 
2. I confirm that I have no personal knowledge of matters relating to, or connected with, the 

Kincora Boys Home. Given the passage of time, any SIS account of the period in question is 
reliant on our corporate written record. 

 
3. I confirm that I have delegated authority to the Service’s Deputy Director responsible for 

compliance to assist the Inquiry into Historical Institutional Abuse 1922 to 1995 (the HIA 
Inquiry) with its investigation into Kincora. I have directed him and his team to provide the 
Inquiry with the Service’s full cooperation; to answer all their questions as accurately and 
fully as possible; to conduct searches based on the terms provided to us by the Inquiry and 
show to them all material identified as potentially relevant from the results of those 
searches; and to make available to the Inquiry all material deemed relevant for public 
disclosure by the Inquiry in a form that will allow that to happen.  

 
4. I am assured by him, and therefore believe, that all this has been done. I know that SIS 

officers have, in doing so, also made the Inquiry aware of the capabilities, nature and 
operation of our file management systems.  

 
5. I have seen the detailed SIS statement based on the material deemed relevant and am 

content that it is an accurate and full representation of the Service’s position in respect of 
Kincora. I have directed the Deputy Director to speak to that statement if this is considered 
necessary by the Inquiry and can confirm that he can speak with authority in respect of 
historic matters relating to Kincora on behalf of the Service. It is the longstanding policy of 
SIS that the identities of its officers, other than the Chief of the Service, are not publicly 
disclosed, for operational reasons and in order to ensure the safety of them and their 
families. He will instead sign that statement with a cypher – details of his identity will be 
provided to the Inquiry at a higher classification. 
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6. SIS takes seriously its obligations to cooperate with inquiries and investigations. I confirm 
that SIS remains committed to ensuring that the HIA Inquiry can conduct a full and complete 
inquiry, and will continue to assist it in any way possible. 

  

 

 
Signed   ____________________________________________________ 

    

Alex Younger, Chief of the Secret Intelligence Service  
 
 

Date   ______________________ 
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INQUIRY INTO HISTORICAL INSTITUTIONAL ABUSE 1922 TO 1995 
 

WITNESS STATEMENT 
 

 
I, SIS Officer A, will say as follows: 
  
1. I have been employed by the Secret Intelligence Service (SIS) since August 1989 in a 

range of roles in the UK and overseas. I became a Deputy Director in 2012 and, since 
October 2015, have been Deputy Director responsible for compliance and disclosure 
matters. It is the longstanding policy of SIS that the identities of its officers, other than C, 
are not publicly disclosed, for operational reasons and in order to ensure the safety of 
them and their families. 
 

2. In my current role, I oversee the compliance of SIS operations with the law and other 
relevant guidance and directives.  This role includes overseeing the Service’s response to 
legal cases and disclosure requests related to a range of issues, including legacy matters 
in Northern Ireland. In this capacity, I provide assurance to C, the Service’s Accounting 
Officer, that we are effectively meeting our legal obligations. 
 

3. SIS has received requests for disclosure from the Historical Institutional Abuse Inquiry. 
SIS takes its disclosure obligations seriously and I am satisfied that the searches carried 
out by officers in our compliance team constitute a reasonable and proportionate search 
for relevant material on the SIS corporate record. These officers, and SIS legal advisers, 
specialise in disclosure matters and regularly conduct searches of this type; they also 
consulted the SIS records management team to ensure a sufficiently broad search was 
conducted. I know that SIS officers have made the Inquiry aware of the capabilities, 
nature and operation of our file management systems.   
 

4. The search terms used to conduct searches include those listed in Annex B of the letter 
from Sir Jonathan Stephens, Permanent Secretary at the Northern Ireland Office, to 
Whitehall colleagues, dated 18 November 2014. Further search terms identified from 
open source research were also added. A full list of search terms used are: 

 
Bawnmore     Palmerstone 
Bernados     Rathgael 
Ravelstone Parade    Raymond Semple 
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"Boys Home" and abuse    Rubane 
Brian Gemmell     TARA 
"Child abuse" and "Northern Ireland"  Valetta 
Colin Wallace     William McGrath 
Hughes inquiry     Williamson House 
Institutional abuse    William McGrath 
James McGuigan    Williamson House 
Joseph Mains     Manor House, Lisburn 
Richard Kerr     Roy Garland 
Kincora      James Miller 
Mike Taylor     John McKeague 
Nazareth Lodge 

 
5. We are committed to ensuring that the Historical Institutional Abuse Inquiry can 

conduct a full and complete inquiry and have made potentially relevant sensitive 
intelligence material available for review by the Inquiry.  
 

6. Where the public disclosure of information would be prejudicial to national security 
and/or the safety of individuals concerned, it has been redacted with the agreement of 
the HIA Inquiry, but with the aim, as requested by the Inquiry, of making as much 
information publicly available as possible. Where redactions have been made a gist of 
the redacted material has been included in the witness statement. The Inquiry has 
nevertheless been able to review the complete versions of those documents. Should any 
further relevant material be identified, it will be made available to the Inquiry.  

 

 

 

 

 
 
Signed   ___________________________ 

    

SIS Officer A  
 
 

Date   _______________ 
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INQUIRY INTO HISTORICAL INSTITUTIONAL ABUSE 1922 TO 1995 
  

WITNESS STATEMENT 
 

 
 
I, SIS Officer A, will say as follows: 
 

1. I have been employed by the Secret Intelligence Service (SIS) since August 1989 in a range of 
roles in the UK and overseas. I became a Deputy Director in 2012 and, since October 2015, 
have been Deputy Director responsible for compliance and disclosure matters. It is the 
longstanding policy of SIS that the identities of its officers, other than the Chief of the 
Service, are not publicly disclosed, for operational reasons and in order to ensure the safety 
of them and their families. 
 

2. In my current role, I oversee the compliance of SIS operations with the law and other 
relevant guidance and directives. This role includes overseeing the Service’s response to 
legal cases and disclosure requests related to a range of issues, including legacy matters in 
Northern Ireland. In this capacity, I provide assurance to C, the Service’s Accounting Officer, 
that we are effectively meeting our legal obligations.  

 
3. The Secret Intelligence Service, often referred to as MI6, was established in 1909 as the 

Foreign Section of the Secret Service Bureau. Until 1994, SIS did not have a statutory basis 
and its existence was not publicly confirmed. In 1992, SIS was formally avowed in 1992 and 
was put on a statutory basis with the Intelligence Services Act 1994. 
 

4. The role of SIS, as set out in the Intelligence Services Act 1994, is to provide Her Majesty's 
Government with a global covert capability that facilitates the collection of secret 
intelligence and mount operations overseas to promote and defend the national security 
and economic wellbeing of the United Kingdom, and to prevent and detect serious crime.  
 

5. Following the increase in the threat of Republican terrorism in early 1972, the Irish Joint 
Section (IJS) was established in response to a request for more information from the 
province by the Permanent Secretary in the newly established Northern Ireland Office (NIO), 
Sir William Nield. The IJS was established by the Security Service (MI5) and SIS, with jointly 
staffed offices in Belfast and London. 
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SIS DISCLOSURE EXERCISE 
 

6. On 18 November 2014, Sir Jonathan Stephens (Permanent Secretary, Northern Ireland 
Office), in a letter copied to many Government departments, requested that the Secret 
Intelligence Service (SIS) undertake disclosure searches for material that may be relevant to 
the Inquiry Into Historical Institutional Abuse 1922 to 1995 (HIA Inquiry) underway in 
Northern Ireland under the chairmanship of Sir Anthony Hart. The Inquiry was set up to 
‘examine if there were systemic failings by institutions or the state in their duties towards 
those children in their care between the years of 1922-1995’. 
 

7. SIS has received requests for disclosure from the Inquiry. SIS takes its disclosure obligations 
seriously and I am satisfied that the searches carried out by officers in our compliance team 
constitute a reasonable and proportionate search for relevant material on the SIS corporate 
record. These officers, and SIS legal advisers, specialise in disclosure matters and regularly 
conduct searches of this type; they also consulted the SIS records management team to 
ensure a sufficiently broad search was conducted. I know that SIS officers have made the 
Inquiry aware of the capabilities, nature and operation of our file management systems. 
Given the passage of time, any SIS account of the period in question is reliant on our written 
record. 

 
8. All material identified by SIS as potentially relevant to the HIA Inquiry has been made 

available in unredacted form for the purpose of undertaking its relevance review. SIS has 
also provided answers to all questions asked by the HIA Inquiry to their full satisfaction in 
relation to SIS activities in Northern Ireland and persons of interest to the Inquiry. This has 
resulted in requests to SIS to disclose material relating to these events. That material is 
disclosed in this witness statement. It primarily consists of open source material, as well as 
correspondence between MI5 and SIS, and MoD material. SIS has consulted MI5 and MoD 
prior to releasing material that originated from those departments. 
 

9. Where the public disclosure of information would be prejudicial to national security and/or 
the safety of individuals concerned, it has been redacted with the agreement of the HIA 
Inquiry, but with the aim, as requested by the Inquiry, of making as much information 
publicly available as possible. Where redactions have been made, a gist of the redacted 
material has been included in the witness statement. The Inquiry has nevertheless been able 
to review the complete versions of those documents.  
 

10. Certain redactions or gists relate to the use of cyphers or similar devices. SIS uses cyphers, 
codewords and nicknames for the protection of identities of people who are in some way 
involved with or of interest to the Service. They are used to distinguish a person but conceal 
the individual’s identity. These may include, but are not restricted to, SIS officers, agents and 
contacts. These terms become part of SIS’s permanent record – their use is generally 
classified as SECRET or above. We have sought to provide the individuals’ real names in 
place of the original cyphers. 

 
11. Where possible, full copies of the original documents have been made available to the HIA 

Inquiry. These documents are referred to in the text of the SIS witness statement as "Exhibit 
x" and can be found in the document Appendix. Where it has not been appropriate to 
release original documents, relevant extracts have been included in the text of the SIS 
witness statement with the full agreement of the HIA Inquiry. These documents are referred 
to as "Article x". Should any further relevant material be identified, it will be made available 
to the Inquiry.  
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12. It is a longstanding principle of successive UK Governments that we ‘Neither Confirm Nor 

Deny’ assertions, allegations or speculation in relation to the security and intelligence 
agencies, or other parts of Government. This is known as the ‘NCND principle’. This means 
that, as a general rule, the Government will adopt a position of NCND when responding to 
questions about whether the agencies are carrying out, or have carried out, an operation or 
investigation into a particular person or group; have a relationship with a particular person; 
hold particular information on a person; or have shared information about that person with 
any other agencies, whether within the UK or elsewhere. This principle exists for a variety of 
reasons, including the protection of those who work for and with the agencies, and the 
willingness to do so of those that may consider doing so in the future. 

 
13. The current threat to the UK from international terrorism is severe, meaning that an attack 

is highly likely. The threat to Great Britain from Northern Ireland-related terrorism was 
raised on 11 May 2016 to substantial, meaning that an attack is a strong possibility; the 
threat to Northern Ireland is assessed to be severe. These levels are set by the Joint 
Terrorism Analysis Centre and the Security Service (MI5).  
 

14. The protection of secret intelligence and operational intelligence activities is essential to 
enable SIS to continue to carry out its statutory national security functions, including but not 
limited to protecting the UK from the terrorist threat referred to above. There is a high 
degree of risk that SIS's current and future capability to operate secretly around the world 
would be impaired if information is publicly disclosed which is prejudicial to national security 
and/or the safety of individuals.  

 
 
WILLIAM McGRATH AND TARA 

 
15. William McGrath was a prominent member of the protestant community in Northern Ireland 

in the 1960-70s and founder of the Tara organisation. Along with Raymond Semple and 
Joseph Mains, he was convicted in 1981 for offences relating to the systematic sexual abuse 
of children at the Kincora Boys Home in Belfast. He died in 1992.  
 

16. McGrath’s name appears in SIS documents primarily in relation to his prominence as a 
leading figure in Tara. Tara was a Protestant organisation founded by William McGrath in the 
1960s. In October 1976, the security and intelligence agencies were considering the 
possibility of developing a source of reporting on the organisation. The SIS record on Tara 
includes documents obtained by Brian Gemmell from his Army records, newspaper articles, 
and correspondence between SIS and MI5. 

 
17. In the course of the HIA Inquiry, SIS was made aware by MI5 of extracts from documents 

marked with SIS file references that relate to McGrath. SIS has conducted searches to 
identify the original documents and to make such material available to the HIA Inquiry for 
review.  

 
18. The extracts begin with a document dated 18 April 1973 from Intelligence staff in Northern 

Ireland which describes McGrath as "Leader of the refurbished form of the TARA Brigade". A 
subsequent document reference (again from Intelligence staff in NI) dated 13 November 
1973 reads "Subject "gets them young and preaches religion to them" which means that he 
preaches bigotry and anti-Catholic sermons". The final document reference on the MI5 list is 
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dated 11 February 1977. There are no records to indicate that SIS was aware of McGrath's 
involvement in child sex abuse at Kincora prior to his conviction in 1981.  

 
19. On 19 October 1976, an SIS officer based in London wrote a letter to MI5 on the subject of 

William McGrath attaching a copy of a letter originating from HQ 3 Infantry Brigade based in 
Lurgan (Article 1). In his letter, the SIS officer does not state how the document was 
acquired by SIS other than to say that it was obtained unofficially. MI5 was asked to ensure 
that no action is taken without reference to SIS.  
 

 
Article 1 

 
20. The 4 page MoD letter that was enclosed is dated 28 January 1976 and also includes two 

newspaper articles published in the Belfast Telegraph and the Hibernia in October 1975 
(Exhibit 1). The title of the letter is "EXTREMIST PROTESTANTS SECRET ORGANISATION - 
TARA" and contains sections on William McGrath, Tara, Ireland's Heritage LOL 1303 and Ian 
Paisley.  

 
21. On the same day (19 October 1976), a UK-based SIS officer initiated a Minute (Article 2) for 

distribution within SIS Headquarters in London. The subject of the Minute is Tara and is a 
cover document for attached papers handed to SIS by Brian Gemmell on 15 October 1976. 
Gemmell is a former Captain in the Intelligence Corps who claims that he passed on 
information relating to William McGrath's involvement in sexual abuse at Kincora to 
Intelligence staff in Northern Ireland in the early 1970s.  
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Article 2 

 
22. The SIS officer comments that the papers attached to his Minute were obtained by Gemmell 

from his Army files and comprise a document entitled "Tara" – dated 14 October 1976 
(Exhibit 2); notes on an interview with Roy Garland, made by Gemmell and an unnamed 
Non-Commissioned Officer (NCO) following a "one off" meeting with Ian Cameron – undated 
(Exhibit 3); a media article entitled "The Paradox that is Tara" (Exhibit 4); and a copy of the 
Tara proclamation (Exhibit 5).  
 

23. Three months later, on 31 January 1977, an officer from a UK-based SIS team initiated a 
telegram addressed to Intelligence staff in Northern Ireland and copied to SIS London and 
MI5 (Article 3). The subject of the telegram was "William McGrath and Tara" and refers to 
various papers handed to SIS by Brian Gemmell in October 1976; in particular to the letter 
originating from HQ 3 Infantry Brigade, Lurgan dated 28 January 1976.  
 

24. In his telegram the SIS officer confirms that a copy of the letter had been shared with MI5 
who had asked if the source mentioned in the letter could be retasked for further 
information. The letter continues with the SIS officer saying that they had spoken to 
Gemmell who raised no objection to Intelligence staff in Northern Ireland discussing the 
letter with the Army.  
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Article 3 (Page 1) 

 
Article 3 (Page 2) 
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Article 3 (Page 3) 

 

25. On 15 February 1977, an officer in SIS London initiated a telegram addressed to Intelligence 
staff in Northern Ireland and to MI5 on the subject of Tara (Article 4). Referring to a message 
initiated on the 11 February, the SIS officer begins by congratulating a member of the 
Intelligence staff in Northern Ireland for "flushing out" a source on Tara. The message 
continues with SIS London expressing interest in learning more about the organisation and 
whether Tara's recruitment campaign could offer a potential opportunity for the Irish Joint 
Section (IJS) to develop access into the organisation, if it was considered a worthwhile 
target. 
 

 
Article 4 

 
26. MI5 responded on 16 February 1977 to confirm that they considered Tara to be a 

worthwhile target and supported recruitment to penetrate the organisation (Article 5).  
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Article 5 

 
27. On 17 February 1977, Intelligence staff in Northern Ireland responded by telegram to SIS 

London's question on whether the Tara recruitment campaign could be exploited by the IJS 
(Article 6). Paragraph 1B of their telegram indicates that Intelligence staff in Northern 
Ireland knew very little about Tara's recruiting campaign beyond knowing that one existed 
and were therefore not yet in a position to identify any opportunities for the IJS to exploit. 
However, they share MI5's view that Tara is a worthwhile target and that individuals had 
briefed to "find traces on this elusive organisation". 

 

 
Article 6 

 
28. On 30 May 1977, an MI5 officer wrote to SIS in London to request information on the 

subscriber of an international telephone number, who is believed to be a contact of William 
McGrath (Article 7). A name provided by the source of the information produced no trace in 
MI5 records. This is the final piece of material in the SIS record on Tara. 
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Article 7 

 
COLIN WALLACE 
 
29. SIS records indicate that Colin Wallace was employed by the Ministry of Defence as a civilian 

information officer at the British Military's Headquarters in Northern Ireland (HQNI) from 
1968 to 1975. In August 1974, he was investigated by the MoD on suspicion of leaking 
classified information to The Times correspondent Robert Fisk. This resulted in Wallace's 
resignation with effect from 31 December 1975. 
 

30. In 1981, Wallace was jailed for manslaughter, serving 6 years in prison before being released 
in December 1986 after his conviction was quashed. Wallace has been the subject of a book 
written by Paul Foot entitled "Who framed Colin Wallace" and up to present day, has spoken 
publicly about his knowledge of events in Northern Ireland in the early 1970s, particularly 
with regard to allegations relating to abuse at the Kincora Boys Home.  
  

31. SIS records relating to Colin Wallace begin in 1975 with the article published by Robert Fisk 
in The Times newspaper. The material comprises press cuttings, extracts from Hansard, 
information relating to Paul Foot's book and correspondence between Whitehall 
departments. The subjects covered relate to Wallace's resignation from the MOD, his appeal 
hearing by the Civil Service Appeal Board, his trial for manslaughter and his fight to clear his 
name.  
 

32. On 30 September 1980, an SIS officer initiated a Minute to record his comments on papers 
he had been asked to review, which were found during a search of Wallace's offices 
following his arrest by police on manslaughter charges (Article 8). The papers were passed 
to SIS to check for any information relating to the work of the Intelligence Services in 
Northern Ireland and/or indication of any contact Wallace may have had with Intelligence 
staff based at HQNI. This was to enable SIS to create an accurate assessment of the overall 
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risk to Intelligence staff, agents and potential damage to operational work in Northern 
Ireland through information Wallace may have been exposed to whilst working with the 
Army at HQNI that  he may then choose to disclose publicly. 

 

 
Article 8 (Page 1) 

 

33. The paragraph two the SIS officer begins by saying that there is no evidence in SIS records 
that in his job as Information Officer at the Army Information Service (AIS), HQNI, Wallace 
"had any access to or knowledge of IJS Operations in Northern Ireland." (The officer records 
that, in one case, SIS/MI5 contributed a background brief for a military operation which was 
later shown to Wallace by an Army officer based at HQNI. However, he believed that there 
was no mention by the Army officer of agency involvement.)  

 
34. The Minute continues with the SIS officer commenting that in the six years that have elapsed 

since he left his job as Information Officer, Wallace had demonstrated "that he is mindful of 
the provisions of the OSA [Official Secrets Act] and has not in fact publicised his knowledge of 
the Army's intelligence activities in Northern Ireland in the way that we feared he might. This 
state of affairs could obviously change under the pressures of a murder charge and the need 
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he could feel to grasp at any straw which conceivably might mitigate the consequences of his 
criminal act." 
 

 
Article 8 (Page 2) 

 
35. In paragraph 5 of the Minute the SIS officer refers to two note books that he was asked to 

examine, found by police when they searched Wallace's office after his arrest in September 
for murder. He writes "It was apparent that both note books dealt with events in Northern 
Ireland up to 1976 but not, it appeared, beyond."  It was assessed that that Wallace compiled 
and used the note books as a reference during his time in Northern Ireland.  

 
36. Continuing his description of the notebooks, the SIS officer wrote: "One note book contained 

lists of IRA personalities, the other insecure but generally brief references to a wide range of 
intelligence matters including, inter alia, the names of the (then) Head of Security Service, 
and SIS."  Further references include "notes on Arab terrorist organisations and the Japanese 
Red Army; the names of two members of the SAS" and "the name of the Head of GCHQ 
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(Leslie Hooper)." Wallace also made notes in both notebooks about the functions of GCHQ 
and that it codes and decodes Government communications. 

 
37. Drawing a conclusion to the relevance of the notebooks to SIS, the officer writes that "apart 

from the one reference to Maurice OLDFIELD as Head of the Service, I could find no reference 
to SIS or SIS personnel. We are therefore in the clear so far as these note books are 
concerned". He adds that subject to the discovery of any further documents in Wallace's 
possession "I do not think this case is likely to cause SIS much difficulty". 
 

38. One month later, on 9 October 1980, an officer in the Ministry of Defence wrote to various 
Government departments with a more detailed description of the notebooks recovered by 
police during a search of Wallace's offices (Exhibit 6). The officer comments that much of the 
information in the notebooks could have been gleaned from a careful reading of newspapers 
and from conversations with journalists in Belfast in the early seventies.  
 

39. Wallace's reasons for keeping notes are far from clear but the MoD officer surmises that he 
(Wallace) "may either have wanted to pass it on to other pressmen - perhaps Fisk - or may 
even have planned some sort of book on terrorism for which there are the rough notes". 
Neither officer from SIS or MoD, tasked with reviewing the notebooks, has made any 
reference to Wallace making notes relating to abuse at the Kincora Boys’ Home. 

 
40. On Kincora, the first document in SIS records where Colin Wallace's name appears is an 

article published in the News of the World on 21 March 1982. The title of the article is  "I'll 
expose top men's vice ring says killer" (Exhibit 7). In the article, Wallace, who at the time was 
serving a ten year sentence for manslaughter, is described as holding "the key to a growing 
sex scandal involving top members of the Establishment".  

 
41. On 12 October 1989, an SIS officer drafted a Minute to record details of a meeting with an 

MI5 officer to discuss MI5/SIS input into questions on Colin Wallace which Cabinet Office 
had requested be answered (Article 9). The questions related to Wallace's duties in 
Northern Ireland, his transfer to HQNW District in 1975, his resignation from the Civil Service 
and proceedings at the Civil Service Appeals Service, his conviction for manslaughter in 1981 
and Wallace's allegations on Kincora and that he was prevented from providing information 
which he possessed to official investigations and inquiries into Kincora. When addressing 
questions relating to Kincora, the SIS officer commented that this is one area in which SIS 
needed to conduct further research. In paragraph 5 of the minute, the officer commented: 
"We certainly ran at least one agent who was aware of sexual malpractice at the home and 
who may have mentioned this to his SIS or Security Service Case officer. Such matters were of 
no operational interest and were not pursued." 
 

42. No material has been identified on the SIS record that provides any information relating to 
the material reviewed by the SIS officer in October 1989 on which his comments in 
paragraph 5 of his Minute are based. Extensive searches conducted by SIS for the HIA Inquiry 
has failed to identify any material that enables SIS to identify the agent or the time period to 
which the SIS officer is referring.  
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Article 9 

 
 

JAMES MILLER  
 

43. On 6 August 2014, an article was published in the Belfast Telegraph reporting that Brian 
Gemmell had received information about child sex abuse at Kincora from three people 
(Exhibit 8). The names of the individuals were James Miller, Roy Garland and Jim 
McCormick.  
 

44. Searches conducted by SIS on the three names mentioned in the 2014 Belfast Telegraph 
story identified a newspaper article dated 29 March 1987, in which Barry Penrose of The 
Sunday Times stated that: “[James] Miller claims that the Intelligence services had known 
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about the activities at Kincora for a number of years and believes the boy's home was used to 
entrap men who would be blackmailed into providing information." (Exhibit 9).  

 
45. Following publication by the Sunday Times, Miller was interviewed by two government 

officials on 2 April 1987. During that interview, he explained that he had contacted Penrose 
because of his concerns "about the degree of publicity Colin Wallace was receiving." Notes of 
the interview, containing Miller's account of his dealings with Penrose and Liam Clarke of the 
Sunday Times was found in SIS records (Article 10). 

 

 
Article 10 (Page 1) 

 

46. Miller was particularly "incensed" at a Penrose story in the Sunday Times which he felt 
supported Wallace's allegations that the Security Service had "framed him". He had 
subsequently contacted Penrose by telephone and they had a number of conversations in 
February 1987 in which Miller thought he was refuting Wallace's statements. 
 

47. During his interview with the government officials, Miller said "that although he admitted to 
Penrose that he had had a brief acquaintance with McGrath from days in the TARA brigade 
and, and had heard rumours that the man was homosexual, he had "no knowledge 
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whatsoever of the Kincora home and the entrapment story, which he learnt about after his 
departure from Ulster." 

 

 
Article 10 (Page 2) 

 
 

JOHN McKEAGUE  
 

48. John McKeague was a prominent Ulster loyalist and one of the founding members of 
paramilitary group, the Red Hand Commando. Information published on-line links 
McKeague's name to William McGrath and Tara, and to his involvement in the Kincora Boys 
Home scandal. McKeague died from gunshot wounds on 29 January 1982. 
  

49. Searches carried out by SIS identified a report initiated by the Intelligence staff in Northern 
Ireland to SIS London dated 13 February 1980 (Article 11). The report begins by referring to 
individual named McGrath (first name unknown) as the leader of TARA and to his alleged 
involvement in the scandal at a Belfast Boys Home. The report states that there are 
demands for a public inquiry and that SIS London may be interested in details of information 
held on William McGrath. 
 

50. Information provided by Intelligence staff in Northern Ireland from their records confirms 
that, in 1976, McGrath "was reported to be warden of the Kincora Boys Hostel" and "our 
records suggest he is or may have been known to an agency based here or in London". The 
document continues with McGrath's reported activities and individuals with whom he is 
associated. One of the activities that McGrath is said to be responsible for is creating 
"posters reading 'Nice Boy McKeague' which appeared all over Belfast". No date is given for 
this incident.  
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Article 11 

 
51. Further searches identified correspondence originated by MI5 relating to a programme 

broadcast by the BBC on 1 June 1990. The programme was an interview with Brian Gemmell 
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in which he claimed that MI5 were planning the recruitment of an agent using threats of 
exposure as a homosexuality. The correspondence includes a covering Minute, a note by the 
MI5 officer and a verbatim transcript from the BBC programme.  

 
52. On 16 October 1990, an officer in MI5 sent a letter to SIS London relating to Brian Gemmell 

and claims he had made during a BBC Public Eye programme broadcast on 1 June 1990 
(Article 12). Attached to the MI5 letter was a note containing comments made by the MI5 
officer, entitled "Brian Smart Gemmell and MI5" and verbatim extracts from the Public Eye 
programme.  

 
53. In the opening paragraph of his covering Minute, the MI5 officer refers to assistance 

provided by SIS to track down papers which "might corroborate Brian Gemmell's claim in a 
television programme that MI5 were planning the recruitment of a Loyalist agent using 
threats of exposure as a homosexual." The officer then provides a short background 
summary on Gemmell, who was thought to be employed by British Rail at York at that time 
(in 1990). 

 
 

 
Article 12 
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54. The note attached to the covering letter (Article 13) begins with the MI5 officer saying that 
Gemmell was seen twice in London by UK based SIS officers, who introduced themselves as 
members of the Security Service. Both meetings took place in 1976; the first in May and the 
second in September.  

 
55. The note continues with the MI5 officer commenting that "the television interview itself 

highlights the dealings with Ian Cameron and then brings in the statement by GEMMELL that 
MI5 was prepared to use homosexual blackmail to effect the recruitment of a named agent 
in Loyalist circles". The officer indicates that it has not been possible to discover all the 
papers hoped for before lists his understanding of the sequence and tenor of events, which 
refer to John McKeague. 
 

 
Article 13 (Page 1) 
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56. When referring to the events dated 23 November 1976 and 9 December 1976, the MI5 
officer comments that consideration was given to the suggested recruitment of McKeague, 
using the threat of exposure of his homosexual activities in London. However, various 
objections to the proposal were voiced and doubts expressed whether management would 
accept it. The officer reinforces this in paragraph 4 by saying "There is no further mention of 
this particular recruitment proposal, and doubtless it was dropped. GEMMELL is therefore 
presumed correct in saying that MI5 was considering a homosexual compromise approach to 
McKEAGUE, but of course he was not to know that it was not pursued."   

 

 
Article 13 (Page 2) 
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57. The MI5 officer observes that the probable occasion at which the recruitment proposal may 
have been discussed with Gemmell was the meeting on the 7 September 1976. Searches 
conducted by SIS to identify a write up of the meeting with Gemmell has reached the same 
findings as the MI5 officer in October 1990: that no record of the meeting appears to exist.  

 
58. The final document in this sequence of correspondence from MI5 is the verbatim transcript 

of the interview with Brian Gemmell on the BBC Public Eye programme broadcast on 1 June 
1990. For the purpose of the broadcast, Gemmell is referred to as "James" or "J" and the 
interview begins with questions relating to Kincora (Exhibit 10). 
 

 
SIR MAURICE OLDFIELD 

 
59. Sir Maurice Oldfield, GCMG, CBE, served as Chief of the Secret Intelligence Service from 

1973 until retirement on 31 January 1978. He was born in Derbyshire on 16 November 1915, 
spending his formative years in Bakewell before attending Manchester University, where he 
gained a First in History in 1937 and an MA in 1938 for research into the position of the 
clergy in Parliament in the later Middle Ages. In the same year, he was elected to a 
Fellowship at Manchester University. In 1940 he enlisted in the Army, serving as a Sergeant 
in Field Security in Egypt, Palestine and Syria before being commissioned in 1943. He was 
promoted to Lieutenant Colonel in 1945 and continued to serve in the Military until March 
1947. On leaving the Army, Oldfield embarked on a career in the Foreign Service, occupying 
a succession of posts in London, the Far East and Washington. In 1973, Oldfield was 
appointed Chief of the Secret Intelligence Service (SIS), a position he held until retirement on 
31 January 1978. 
 

60. On retiring from SIS, Oldfield accepted a Visiting Fellowship at All Souls College, Oxford, 
where he continued his early work on the medieval clergy. The following year, he was 
offered the role of Security Coordinator in Northern Ireland; an appointment announced by 
the Secretary of State for Northern Ireland on 2 October 1979. Oldfield’s role was to assist 
the Government by improving the coordination and effectiveness of the fight against 
terrorism in Northern Ireland. 
 

61. Shortly after his appointment as Security Coordinator, HMG received information to suggest 
that Sir Maurice may be homosexual. Rules on Positive Vetting (PV) at that time meant that 
homosexuality was considered a factor that would compromise someone's security status. 
This led to a review by MI5 of Sir Maurice's vetting clearance in March 1980, at which he 
admitted that he had engaged in homosexual activities throughout his career. As a result, his 
security clearance was withdrawn and he was replaced as Security Coordinator in June 1980. 
After a long illness, Sir Maurice Oldfield died in London on 11 March 1981. 
 

62. SIS is aware that, after his PV was withdrawn, MI5 conducted an investigation into Oldfield’s 
involvement in homosexual activities during his career in government service. This was in 
order to assess whether Sir Maurice may have been compromised in his role in a way that 
would be damaging to national security. SIS was not involved in the MI5 investigation and 
holds no record on the work carried out by MI5 investigators. However, SIS is aware that 
MI5 investigators concluded "that there was no evidence whatsoever to suggest that 
national security had been compromised."   

 
63. On 19 January 1982, the Sunday Telegraph published the first of two articles by columnist 

Auberon Waugh including references linking inquiries into the alleged Belfast homosexual 
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prostitution scandal with an "immensely distinguished public servant, now dead" (Articles 11 
& 12). In the second article, published on 29 January 1982, WAUGH was more specific and 
mentioned Sir Maurice Oldfield, a former Chief of SIS, by name. SIS has reviewed all the 
material it holds on its former Chief and has identified no material to indicate that Sir 
Maurice Oldfield had visited Northern Ireland during his SIS career or to associate him with 
the Kincora Boys’ Home, other than articles published in the media. Both the Sunday 
Telegraph articles have been made available to the HIA Inquiry.  

 
64. On 23 April 1987, in a written statement to the House of Commons, the Prime Minister 

Margaret Thatcher said that the Security Service (MI5) had conducted a lengthy and 
thorough investigation into Sir Maurice Oldfield's homosexual activity to examine whether 
there was any reason to suppose that national security may have been compromised. The 
conclusion was that, though Sir Maurice Oldfield’s conduct had been a potential risk to 
security, there was no evidence or reason to suggest that security had ever been 
compromised. I understand that MI5's statement to the HIA Inquiry provides details of the 
security investigations into Sir Maurice Oldfield carried out by investigating officers from 
that agency.  

 
65. On 12 February 2016, whilst reviewing MI5 material, the HIA Inquiry made SIS aware of a 

second hand account from 1983, which reported that a former member of SIS had told 
another individual that Sir Maurice Oldfield's removal from Northern Ireland related to 
events at Kincora. Searches conducted by SIS established that the former member of SIS 
who made the allegation had retired in April 1970, 13 years before the comment was made. 
Further searches conducted by SIS into the officer's allegation or the circumstances in which 
it was made found no material on the SIS record. It is my understanding that MI5 concluded 
that it was a senseless allegation. The officer concerned died in March 1985. 

 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

66. This statement is a full and accurate disclosure of the SIS material deemed relevant by the 
HIA Inquiry. I have seen nothing to indicate any involvement on the part of SIS officers in 
abuse at the Kincora Boys’ Home, or in any attempts to cover it up. 
 

67. SIS does not exploit children or vulnerable adults for operational purposes, nor tolerate their 
abuse either by their staff, or those that work on their behalf or in their support including SIS 
agents. In dealing with cases of child abuse or exploitation, our guiding principle is, as is set 
out in the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child and in the Children Act, that the best 
interests of the child should always prevail. 

 

 
 
Signed   ______________________ 

  

SIS Officer A  
 
 

Date   _______________ 
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SECRET
INTELLIGENCE
SERVICE

INQUIRY INTO HISTORICAL INSTITUTIONAL ABUSE 1922 TO 1995

WITNESS STATEMENT - SUPPLEMENTARY

I, SISOfficer A, will say as follows:

1. I have been employed by the Secret Intelligence Service (SIS) since August 1989 in a range of
roles in the UK and overseas. I became a Deputy Director in 2012 and, since October 2015,
have been Deputy Director responsible for compliance and disclosure matters. It is the
longstanding policy of SIS that the identities of its officers, other than the Chief of the
Service, are not publicly disclosed, for operational reasons and in order to ensure the safety
of them and their families.

2. In my current role, I oversee the compliance of SIS operations with the law and other
relevant guidance and directives. This role includes overseeing the Service's response to
legal cases and disclosure requests related to a range of issues, including legacy matters in
Northern Ireland. In this capacity, I provide assurance to C, the Service's Accounting Officer,
that we are effectively meeting our legal obligations.

3. This statement is supplemental to the SIS Witness Statement handed to the Inquiry into
Historical Institutional Abuse 1922 to 1995 (the HIA Inquiry) on 27 May 2016. It is provided
to support a request received from the HIA Inquiry on 20 June 2016 for additional material
identified by SISin relation to William McGrath.

4. The material relates to documents and file references that were identified by MIS on index
cards, which were used by officers of the intelligence agencies as a working aid to record
brief notes on McGrath. The index cards were identified by MIS during searches for the HIA

. Inquiry and made available to SIS. The earliest note dates from 18 April 1973, recording that
William McGrath is "Leader of the refurbished form of the TARA Brigade". These cards are
referred to in paragraphs 17 and 18 of SIS's witness statement of 27 May 2016. Copies of the
index cards appear in MIS's detailed witness statement.

Page 1 of 18

5. This statement is a full and accurate disclosure of the material held in SIS's corporate record,
deemed relevant to the HIA Inquiry's request of 20 June. SIS's disclosure process,
undertaken to identify these documents, is consistent with that described in paragraphs 6 to
14 of our earlier statement. We have identified 8 of the 11 documents referred on the index'
cards identified by MIS from their files. Searches relating to the 3 outstanding documents
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listed on the index cards have not located them within SIS's corporate record; they may be
held by MIS.

6. A summary of the documents identified by SIS is listed in the table below and redacted
copies of the documents are annexed to this statement.

Reference Date Summary

Document 1 18/04/1973 Telegram from Intelligence staff in Northern Ireland - Daily
Intelligence summary. Index card describes McGrath as Leader
ofthe refurbished form ofthe Tara Brigade.

Document 2 13/11/1973 Letter from Intelligence staff in Northern Ireland to SIS London
attaching a copy of a 25 page interrogation report. The MIS
index card records information extracted from the report that
states McGrath runs the Christian Fellowship Centre and,
"subject' gets them young and preaches religion to them ~
which mean that he preaches bigotry and anti-Catholic
sermons". Possibly also a member of the UVF.

Document 3 31/03/1975 Letter from Intelligence staff in Northern Ireland attaching a
copy of MoD letter from LlNCO/CONCO East Belfast to G Int 39
Brigade. The letter provides a summary of information on Tara
and personalities that include McGrath.

Document 4 03/10/1975 A copy of an article from the HIBERNIA which states that
McGrath is a member of Paisley's Martyr's Memorial Church
and that his in no longer leader of Tara.

Document 5 20/01/1976 Telegram from MIS (SNUFFBOX) to Intelligence staff in
Northern Ireland, copied to SIS London. The document
contains a summary of information held on McGrath.

Document 6 02/02/1976 Telegram from Intelligence staff in Northern rreland, copied to
SIS London and MIS. Card index records extracts from the
message that states McGrath is strongly anti-communist and
believed to be secretary of Orange Lodge (LOL) 1303.

Document 7 13/02/1976 Telegram from Intelligence staff in Northern Ireland, copied to
SIS London and MIS. Final paragraph of the message refers to
Tara and describes McGrath as having "long made a practise of
exploiting other people's sexual deviations and Tara is
vulnerable on this account".

Document 8 11/02/1977 Telegram from Intelligence staff in Northern Ireland to SIS
London, copied to MIS. The subject ofthe message is Tara and
records that McGrath had promised the E Belfast group a
consignment of weapons that never materialised.

Page 2 of 18
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7. The documents yet to be identified are listed in the table below:

Reference Date Summary

19/11/1973 Document initiated by Intelligence staff in Northern Ireland.
The index card records that McGrath was a contact of

and was believed to be involved in shipping arms to
Ireland.

28/02/1975 Document initiated by Intelligence staff in Northern Ireland.
The index card records that McGrath's occupations as Boys
Hostel Warden at Kincora Boys Hostel, Belfast. He runs the
Irish Emancipation Crusade in Belfast that sent threatening
letters to firms in Birmingham. Reported to be homosexual.

19/10/1976 Letter from SIS London. Text of index card reads "See ref. for
write up on subject [McGrath] & The Tara Brigade.

Signed

SISOfficer A

Date

Page 3 of 18
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ANNEXED DOCUMENTS
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Document 2 (Page 1) - 13 November 1973

4. '!his letter has also been sent~

MIS DESIGNAnON
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Document 2 (Page 2) - 13 November 1973
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Document 3 (Page 1) - 31 March 1975
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Document 3 (Page 2) - 31 March 1975
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Document 3 (Page 3) - 31 March 1975
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** The poor quality of page 2 of the document reflects the way the original was scanned into records.
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Document 5 - 20 January 1976

~ ..... . ~
~}ILlIM1 v/ORTH ltmTON fiCGRATH
EORN

19S UPPERI'{8.J1U\~tNARDS ROAD
n£LF~ST

INTHLIGENCE REfERENCES

f.1CGRATH FIRST CM'lE TO NOT ICE AS ORGAN.I SER OF THE CHR fST IAN FE'LLOlv-
SHIP CENTRE ;\ND IR ISH EI·.ANC IP,'T lO:~ CRUS/IDE' AT 15 \~£LL It GTON PAP.i{;
BELFAST. THE PH tLOSOF'HY OF TH IS GROUP IS QUOTE UlSTER HAS iBEEN
ATTACKED [;1 ORnER. THAT fRElA JD !-lAY BECQ"lE THE BASE FOR OPERAT IONS
AGAIl~ST ErlGLArm Ui:JUOT£. AT nilS T IHE l'lCGRATH \'/AS E~'lPlOYED AS A
I•.. SOCIAL

SOC I liL ;:OR~~ERAT I~ I: CORA bOYS HOSTEL t.£LFAsr .•
1963 - n.RA ilR IG,\DE F0i1:·iEU fROl'1 ~':ITH Itl THE ORANGE DEBAr H G

SOCfEiY AND tTS FOUNDER AND Cm·1NAND JNG OFF'/C£R '.'/AS \HlLlA~1 r'lCGRAi.

INFOR.MAHaN CONSlDfRmmRfl.EVANTBrTHE lIIAI
1970 - ~ICGRATH PROBABl'( IDENt feAl ',11THTHE HAN ~/HO SeT UP A

TARA ER f.(~Af)E IN L fVE.RPOOL., THE: FORE RUNNE.R OF THE UVF THERE.. TH.IS
PERSor~ TRAVELLED OVER fROf.l BEt FAST " HE WAS FfWt'l THE UPPER N.EWTOl,~N-
ARDS AREA,. ~lAS AFflUENT, SUSPECTED OF BEfUG A HOi·10SEXlJAl" AND
~/AS A FR lEND Of fRANK H ILLAR. ON Ii IS RETURN TO BELFAST Ttl IS HAN \'IAS
INVEST IGAtED BY LOYAL 1ST ~mo DEC ID~D THAT HE CONST ITUTED A SECOR ITY

RISt< 8ECAUSE OF H JS HOHOSEXUAl TENDENC IES. I.. JIlERPOOL TARA B~ 'SAnE'
WAS THE'N TRANSFOR~lEO INTO A UVP ·GROUP EARLY IN 1971.

~ - JNFORMATIONCONSIOERED IRRElEVANT BY ffiEHIAI

191~ ••• REPORTED TO BE THE
S£CRETARY OF AN ORANGE LODGE "HTH THE GAEl.I·C NAt1E 0 tnREACHI .NAH'-
EIREAlL (HiELAUDi S "ER IrASE ) LOL 1303 •.

2. THE t·1CGRATHS liRE ItPPARENTL,( REGARDED AS SOl"1EWHAT £CCENH'le
MID UNSTABLE.. THERE rs NOTRACE OF 1;1ILLlM' r~CGRAll1 BE ING A S£,.nOR
NORTHERN IRELAND CIVIL SERVANT.
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Document 6 - 2 February 1976

IlVTEWGENCE REFERENCES

-- FILEAlVNOTAnONS

YOUR TEL
~--~-~~~-- SIS

YOUR PARA 1 AND SOURCE CONJ'IENT 1;t MCGRATH (FNU tOF 188 UPPER
flE\1TOWNARDS RD ts WILLI Af.1 ~tCGRATH, BORN 11 DEC 1916 'JiARDEN OF
({fNeDRA BOYS HOSTEL AT THAT ADDRESS.. HE is WELL - DOCUf.2ENTED AS
A HOMOSEXUAL AND LEADING LIGHT IN TARA.

IlVTEWGENCE REFERENCES

.
\'J I TI-I RUe SHO',/S TfiE FCL;'O,; i i'~C ::?ECtt,jr

6.6.75 QV OF THE RHC HAS A CONT~';'CT OUT ON SU8JECT
1+11CH RtSUL TED I N A rJARNI NG BOtiJ.B 5E I NG PLACED AS SUBJECT is STRJNGL Y
ANn ..•.cO~INUN I ST AND HAS ACCUSED THE Ri.rc OF HAV J l'iG COi<1:'IUN j Sf

l~lUGENCEREFERENCE
TEtlDENe i £$. (C3) FILE

ANNOTATIONS

1975 ~ELI EVED TO BE SECRETARy OF' ORANGE LODGE (LOL) 1303 NM~ED
"IRELMm~s HERITAGE::" JI TRANSLATED INTO GAELIC. LOOKING fOR
GAEl.1 C TEACHtR FOR LODGE,

_....
15.1.76 LETTER fRO~t SUBJECT PUBLI SHED IN 1:HE NEWSLETTER
ATTACKING THE IRA, CATHOLICISM AND THE EIRE GOVERNHENT AS ALL
TRYING TO END PROTESTANT FAITH IN IH£LAND.

3. THERE IS NO EVIDEtJCE THAT NCG!MTH IS OR EVER WAS A CIVIL SERVANT.
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Document 7 (Page 1) - 13 February 1976

__ CLAss/ReATION

. ~ INTELLIGENCE STAFFN__,_

FOllO':!I~:G hLSO III -1FCQ FFlO~~
tH Si'~ F-----------= FILE ANNOTATIONS

MIS TEAM

2. SOU:-iCE R::.rO':T~L G:-iElrf tJ·:TE: (·t'T ;C!i'·G :-;:lC~f'~:Ji: Ti:r:: LC!AL1:?!"
LEADn::,:·.jp A!.CU, ;;'ir,~RE!:T L-:;.\;',;"it5 OF f:OVE'~:·:.:;;rlr \f,::;(·Q',\TtC.i$ .-IL;;
qnnt.:r;; . ':.t~ .••, y 'I':!f~ TO :-~.!S~:.;~~r"~':' r,"',: ,: -?lW P:';<:, jS~':J If:' ~:;"T~~;:(T(:.."...,'L"''''_ ,t.~ ...J"l '3 .. V., , ,.,. ~ .... I ~

·~t~·iC:i L(~';·~\L.!~;:.. ~t;A?::: ·;E1tf:(~ Tf~ :;t·t:~~":';\fE f,.f ·.~::CU:'11·( ·..v:.\:-;.:~ :\J<
Tdt~~ 1.]',' •. l;"U;': ~"\$~:~~j··~LJ~;,,/(f tr~" !Itl.\ .\~~:.*tn.'i- L ~i"r::hr;l~:f SI t·~.rl~!";~~"t

/. I":'1 'I ,. J I f
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Document 7 (Page 2) - 13 February 1976

ffiOPAG;'t~D~ tur ER!~~ST f_~lnD fS '•.:C:?R1ED M~CUT ':lrl"T ::t~hl hAVe:
BEENlE}!\Ksn TO Th£ sr ",fOUT iJJ~ ~fF,\ I ~S.

INfORMATlONCONSIDERHJJRRHAVANTBYTHEHIAJ

6. PAISLEY ~AS TOLD SO\J~C£ THAT m; HAS K1W,lN FOR S'014£TINE OF
l·t'fGI S PLAN fOR '.f ~ACK PltO?AGANDA" ]jUT HE HAS NOT ':IMlTED TO
USE HIS IHro~llEDGE BEFCA E BECAUSE HE COULD ~iOT BACK IT UP;;

HAS ALSO TOLD SOU~CE TfMi HE HAl) THE FACTS KNOl,jN TO PAISl.EY
AND SOURCE BEU EYES lHAT, BECAUSE PA t SLEY HADE Ii I S ALLEGAT IONS
,J)ST, AFTER HE ArD ::OLYr'EAUX RETURNED FRON A VIStT TO 1,I/£STr'HNSETER
ltt[IR SOURCE\1AS SEtW IN LONDON.
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Document 7 (Page 3) ..13 February 1976

ADV1SED ~T LEi~ST (:~'.~ .J,SS·~~t.~T~ Te :;~~ ,~"dt'i :'f T~\~, ,~1(.'f:·':~ ~~,~"L
~t\\ll,t"'T··'·~····'··llr .. ' """~'J-'~! . , •• (" •• ,,... •.•••••~.~.~ \.J~) n,.., r ".;1\ I _,..,; n:" J .:; ~.., t::__ 1 , '" ~".. , /I" • I r ".=; [ 1.. 1 1", i. ,

I?£LO~i: Te;-i j"\ /,; I 11';.~Y (:.~,~,~.:,I::"TIC:.~1,:·lL!; .~;)H:Tii:: ,~i)C
,ASSOCJ ,..TrON •.

NAMES CONSIDERED
IRRHf'VANTBY THE HlAI

PAISLEY'S SUS?lCI~'"S ;:E?£ f:;l'::R~I~:;iS~~;·.·eN, liE SAYS, ON 7
i FEi3RUA.RY HVO UD," :·:E:·:r:S~S C:'ll£D o:·~ !ili'i wITt"! (3 Et{VELO?i:S H;Ll OF

~NiELlI GEt CE DOCU'~£'~TS ',1:'1 ~r: ..;Q~E' ;~:iTO :-2: COPI ES OF ;\~!,:'(a':?

fCi:.IC~ 'JAPERS. e~'.2 P;;,?ER h£ _::UOTt"J S ...•I D ; i tS I~~;
tNTEJ1SnU:G cora ..•c' 'I'H-:O COULD ? CVIDE If~T:~S~TING H!FORi'IATIN

PAISl£"Y S:'ID .~C:Tr:R nos ;·E~TIi.G THAT T~E U!)A ~';ERE:
ABOUT 'TO 'MI<E ~N 1.J.l"'ORT·;'~'T ;·ov:. TC P;:Er:~!\E FOR A POSSIBLE
IRUH;li ',>I!TH~R~' •.JAL AND H: CO:·!;ilE. ':T:D' THAT THE UDA !-lAS PLENTY
a: ':~AnPO\1IER BUT f'~oT Ef;CUGt{ i.'lEA~O:~S. . (SOU~CE COHI·1E~~TED THAT THt:
roCUI1Et~TS COULD HAV~ ;;':;;N "'F~,;.tfDUl..EWr "eM'S BY WHfCfl THE unA
WERE.'''\liEt-1PT'U~G TO :·::~f';I ?1.!L(\T£ PA ISLEY) •

. Hl.E ANNOTATlO\l

9. '. sou~c~EXPLAINED TH"'T•••••.Tt\~K~D SEE~i,)tSTR0YED iN 1972 BY
, ~.~~ .

. A SrlEAR CAM~~I€i~I' ,.Tr,£y HAP T;~E}J ~EE~~~~'fROMG MJD INCLUDED to. •

~ t..1(JMBEROF UVf t·jEMEE,s. NO'd THEY ',ERE ,~,;uc;· sr,tALLER AND OF Hj~GH~R
.~4AI ~ R I VAL S. -+r.o¥ G'AAL/\Nnt'll/HO WA~ FOR~'lE Rt
,\ DI$£~UA!.. l,-!HO' O!';CE HAD AN AFfAm rllTt-!

THE TARA lEADER~ l'lCGRATH' (AGCORDI NG TO SOUfi.JE)""",,",~.,._.-~---
HAS Lot~G ~tAP€ it. :PRA~TtCE'vF fXPLOITln:; OTHER PEOf~i.ES SEXUAl.
lEV 1ATtONS AND TAR~ I S VULt~£RA!!LE 'cr\~ TH IS ACCOUNTA.
EXPRESSED STROW~ kNlt'10SITY rmJARD': :',,,GRATH •

• .i.
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Document 8 - 11 February 1977

~-..:..__--- IRRELEVANT TEXT

- - --- -- - - -- - - - - -~~ DOCUMENT REFERENCE& ClASS1FlCAnON

TARA
PROTECTION OF JDEN11TY

1. nUR ING f, RecENT PRI VATE CONVERSAT IONt THE' TARA CONNAfWER, IN
EAST BELFAST SAlD THAT TARA ~'/AS PERFECTLY HAPPY TO HAVE

2. THE COt't,IANDER SAID THAT THER~ \'IAS A CA~·lPAIGN TO RECRUiT NE!;}
MEt-lBERS TO iARA, AND HE ADDED THAT THERE HAD BEEN SONE SUCCESS IN
ATTRAi;TING PE'OPLE QUOTE FRO!,t OTHER ORGAN! SAT I ONs -UNQUOTE. HE
SAID THAT THE A:10UNT' OF RECRUITING IN BELFAST \'/AS NOT S~GNIFICANT.
HIS OM~ GROUP HAS TYIENTY FIVE ~·let·jBERS SEIlWOLON HE ALSO MENTIONEo,.
mOTHER SHALL GROUp THAT EXISTED IN THE

~' TALK I NG ABOUT AR1>IS: THE CO~lfl ANDE R SA I D THAt-lW1 LL WI /.ICGIlATH,
~NOTHER PROI-I'NENi FIGURE IN TARA, HAD PROt,1ISED THE EAST BELFAST
GROUP A CONSI GNf'lENT OF THONSON t4ACH I NE {;U~S AS LONG AGO AS 1969 ••
THIS COMSfGN~1ENT HAD NEVER ~iATERfAUSe:D. HE ADDED THAT HE KNEH
THAT MCGRATH STILL OWf;;D£2,000 FOfLTHE PURCHASE OF HEAPONS N0\1
IN THE POSSESS ION OF THE CO~tMANDER.

lNTEUIGENCE REFERENCE

~

IIVFORMATION CONSIDERED -
IRRElEVANT TO mE IIIAI

IN THE PAST THERE HAVE BEEN FE~'I INDtCATJONS OF THE TARA '.Wore
OREAT UNQUOTE··S8·1I CO,l.ON THE EX f STENe!; OF A CONMf'1ANDER J N ,EAST BELFAST
I SJ IN nSELF, OF Wr,EREST.

INFORMATION CONSIOEREO lRREl.BlANT TO THE HIAI
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SECRET
INTELLIGENCE
SERVICE

INQUIRY INTO HISTORICAL INSTITUTIONAL ABUSE 1922 TO 1995

WITNESS STATEMENT - SUPPLEMENTARY #2

I, SISOfficer A, will say as follows:

1. I have been employed by the Secret Intelligence Service (SIS) since August 1989 in a range of
roles in the UK and overseas. I became a Deputy Director in 2012 and, since October 2015,
have been Deputy Director responsible for compliance and disclosure matters. It is the
longstanding policy of SIS that the identities of its officers, other than the Chief of the
Service, are not publicly disclosed, for operational reasons and in order to ensure the safety
of them and their families.

2. In my current role, I oversee the compliance of SIS operations with the law and other
relevant guidance and directives. This role includes overseeing the Service's response to
legal cases and disclosure requests related to a range of issues, including legacy matters in
Northern Ireland. In this capacity, I provide assLirance to C, the Service's Accounting Officer,
that we are effectively meeting our legal obligations.

3. This is a second supplementary statement to the SIS Witness Statement handed to the
Inquiry into Historical Institutional Abuse 1922 to 1995 (the HIA Inquiry) on 27 May 2016. It
is provided to support a request from the HIA Inquiry on 2 July 2016 for additional material
in relation to an assertion made by an SIS officer in paragraph 5 of a Minute dated 12
October 1989: that "We ran at least one agent who was aware of sexual malpractice at the
Home, and who may have mentioned this to his SIS or Security Service case officer." T~e
Minute is referred to in paragraphs 41-42 and Article 9 of the SIS witness statement dated
27 May 2016.

4. The author of the Minute was a former SIS officer who, in October 1989, had direct
responsibility for managing matters relating to SIS external communications and disclosure.
This role is analogous to similar posts that currently sit within the area for which I now have
responsibility. The SIS record shows that the officer never served in Northern Ireland or in a
role which had responsibility for matters connected to Northern Ireland. The officer retired
in March 1991, and died in 2007.

5. The SIS record shows that the Minute was initiated in SIS London to record details of a
meeting held at Gower Street (MIS's London base from 1976-95) on 11 October 1989
involving the author of the Minute, a second SIS officer (deceased April 1992) and an officer
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from MIS. The purpose of the meeting was to discuss a list of questions recorded by MIS
that had been formulated at a recent Cabinet Office meeting in relation to a review being
conducted by senior MoD official, A G Rucker, into Colin Wallace. Some of the questions
concerned allegations made by Wallace related to the Kincora Boys' Home. The meeting on
11 October was to discuss a response to the Cabinet Office questions that incorporated the
results of consulting SIS and MIS records, given that the two agencies had worked jointly in
Northern Ireland during the key period in question.

6. As I made clear in my evidence of 30 June, in preparing material for the current Inquiry, SIS
conducted extensive searches to identify any further material that may have led the author
of this Minute to reach his conclusion. No such records have been identified, either from the
period in the mid-1970s, or from 1989 when this minute was produced, beyond those
already made available to the Inquiry. SIS records relating to Colin Wallace, which would
have been reviewed by this officer in 1989 (and that were primarily focused on the national
security implications of the material which he disclosed to the media), have already been
made available to the Inquiry. The officer is likely to have had broad access to relevant
Service files when conducting their work, subject to the limitations on our file management
systems for that period, of which the Inquiry has already been made aware. On this basis, it
is unclear why the officer reached this conclusion, which does not appear to be supported by
other material identified in searches conducted by SIS, all of which has been disclosed to the
HIA Inquiry.

7. I am aware that MIS possess a corresponding Note for File, documenting their officer's
account of the meeting on 11 October 1989, which they intend to disclose to the Inquiry. I
understand that the document reveals the identity of the agent and that SIS officers were
made aware of MIS records that indicate that, in the mid-1970s, a handler had informed a
particular agent of an allegation relating to McGrath's homosexuality. The allegation had
originated from Roy Garland.

8. No reference is made in the MIS document to "sexual malpractice at the Home [KincoraJ"
though I note that the MIS officer expressed the view that some information on the agent's
record could be "incorrectly interpreted". Given the apparently conflicting
contemporaneous records from the 11 October meeting, and in the absence of any
corroborating material for the SIS officer's account, I believe it is quite possible the SIS
officer misinterpreted what was discussed at the meeting.

9. Research into the distribution of the SIS Minute shows that it was signed off without
comment by two other London-based SIS officers. These officers had separate
responsibilities for engagement with Whitehall Departments and regional affairs. Wider
searches conducted by SIS for the HIA Inquiry has failed to identify any material on the SIS
corporate record that could help to corroborate or dispute the assertion made by the author
in paragraph S of the SIS Minute.

Signed

SISOfficer A

Date 14-t7 ~ (6
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